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The Christian problem
encompasses the Jewish problem

 
No subject is so dangerous to address among White nationalists
as the Christian religion.

Christianity became a Universalist religion with a special mission
to transform the Other into the Same. The seeds of egalitarianism
—albeit on the religious, not yet on the secular level—were sown.

Many Whites make a fundamental mistake when they portray new
civil religions as part of an organized conspiracy of a small
number of wicked people. In essence, civil religions are just
secular transpositions of the Judeo-Christian monotheist mindset.

—Tom Sunic

______ � ______

 
What white nationalists call the Jewish Problem can only be fully
understood as the consequence of an Aryan problem. The “Aryan
problem” is a form of deranged altruism resulting from the secular
fulfillment of universal Christian values, a point that most
nationalists, especially the monocausalists,* find too hard to
digest.

Start here and if you like it see this PDF.

See also:

The Red Giant

The historical Jesus

Hitler on Christianity

Nietzsche on Christianity

Pierce on Christianity (I)

Pierce on Christianity (II)

Nietzsche on the Aryan race

My two cents:

On Erasmus

The biggest struggle of this century is not only the fight against the
Jewish Race and their biological weapons of mass destruction. It
is the fight against the personal Jew which all of you Christ idiots
have.

—Axe of Perun

_________________

* Monocausalism is the orthodox view in many white nationalist
circles that Jewish influence in our civilization is the sole cause of
white decline. Monocausalists do not believe that there is a
Christian problem or that whites, including atheists, agnostics or
new agers, are wired the wrong way as a result of the
programming of Christian meta-ethics through the last millennia.

The “Christian problem” does not only refer to Christian dogma,
but also to the moral grammar of what we are calling “secular
Christians,” a group that could even include the anticlerical
Jacobins. See the entry “The Red Giant” linked above to clarify
this apparently paradoxical issue.

The universalist mindset (“Catholic” means “universal”) that
allowed the Jews to take over our media, a process that started
right after the French revolutionaries emancipated them, is the
primary infection—the Christian/Secular Christian problem.
Jewish depredations in our society, a secondary infection; and the
current Islamization of Europe, a tertiary infection.

From this point of view the religious malaise that afflicts the West
today is, in order of seriousness: (1) Christian ethics, (2) Jewish
subversion and (3) the mass migration of Muslims and non-whites
in Europe and the US.
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The fall of Rome
“But the advances made by Jewish theology were more
dangerous than the disorder of the streets and the robber.”

—Theodor Mommsen, in Provinces of the
Roman Empire, from Caesar to Diocletian

1.

Constantine the Great, also Saint Constantine (Emperor from 306
to 337 C.E.) has been described as a monster even for the
standards of the ancient world. Catholic historian Paul Johnson
wrote about him: “Constantine had no respect for human life, and
as emperor he executed his eldest son, his own second wife, his
favorite sister’s husband.”

The Roman Emperor inaugurated the Christianization of public
life. He sanctioned with death penalty, instead of the traditional
exile, those who published anonymous libels. His dispositions for
death penalty were extremely severe, and I would like to know if it
is true what I have read in a book: that under Constantine tortures
such as pouring molten lead into the mouths of some women who
had violated certain laws accompanied death penalty.

In 330 Constantine condemned the Neoplatonic School. Sopater
of Apamea, a distinguished Neoplatonist philosopher was one of
many who were put to death by Constantine.

Under Constantine’s reign pagans were referred to as “foolish,”
“people without morals,” and their religion “a hotbed of discord,”
“a fatal error,” “empire of darkness,” and “madness that has
ruined whole nations.” However, while Julian said that
Constantine was a “destroyer of ancient and venerable
constitutions,” throughout the centuries Constantine has been
much praised by Christian apologists.

Constantine was the first Roman Emperor who ordered the
destruction of the intellectual work of Porphyry, the best mind of
his age, whose work I briefly discussed in a recent entry. During
his campaign of looting of the sculptures and shrines, Constantine
did not even respect the famous tripods for the pythia of the
sanctuary of Apollo at Delphi. The historian Kornemann notes
that this was “a larceny of works of art never seen in Greece
before.”

After Constantine’s death, his sons Constans and Constantius
shared the empire of their father for some time, and only
aggravated the all-out, state-sponsored assault on the Hellenic
culture.

Under Constans the first
destructions, not only loots,
of the temples themselves
were perpetrated, albeit
sporadically. Under
Constantius, who appears
well described in Gore Vidal’s
novel, the most fanatic
Christians attacked the altars
and temples. The deacon

Cyril of Heliopolis, for example, became famous with his actions.
The Arethusa in Syria, the priest Marco demolished an ancient
shrine. At Caesarea in Cappadocia, the Christian community razed
a temple of Zeus, the patron of the city, and another of Apollo.

Under the reigns of both Constantius and Constans, Firmicus
Maternus preached the looting: “Out of all pagan temples
ornaments! The mint and the crucible with the metal of the
idolatrous statues, melt them in the heat of the flames!” In one of
his pamphlets Firmicus incited extermination of the pagan cults,
including those of Dionysus-Bacchus and Aphrodite.

But most of the temples of the classical world were still upright.
The Christian agitator declaimed: “Take away without fear the
ornaments of the temples! Melt the figures of gods and coin your
money! The Lord has called to the task of annihilate all temples!”
Always invoking the god of the Jews, this Sicilian lawyer from
upper nobility claimed being an heir of biblical hecatombs as no
Christian had done before.

In a subsequent post we shall see what happened to our
civilization after this war of cultural extermination inspired by the
cult that repudiated the Greco-Roman Gods, and adored instead
the zealous, “no other gods before me” god of the Jews.

(Source: Kriminalgeschichte des Christentums, Vol. I, 1986, by Karlheinz
Deschner)

2.

“In discussing Barbarism and Christianity I have actually been
discussing the Fall of Rome.”

—Edward Gibbon

All Roman emperors after Julian would be Christians. Theodosius
“the Great” and the subsequent emperors only completed the
destruction of the Greco-Roman spirit that had started with
Constantine and his sons. Not only the magnificent temples of
worship of antiquity were destroyed almost everywhere,
irreplaceable buildings of artistic value that transmitted like
nothing else the soul of Hellenic culture, but even until the tenth
century the fanatical worshipers of the god of the Jews continued
smashing the statues that depicted the divinity of Man like no
other art before.

But the most tremendous destruction occurred in the field of
education. From the time of St. Paul at Ephesus, church
censorship was devoted to the burning of books. After Julian the
flourishing book trade disappeared in antiquity, whilst the activity
of the monasteries was purely receptive. In the universities the
hypertrophy of Aristotelianism aborted any possibility of
independent research. In the Middle Ages what I call “real history”
was completely unknown, and the sciences were drowned.

With this knowledge I venture to answer a question that has
perplexed historians since the Enlightenment: What caused the
fall of Rome?

German professor Alexander Demandt published a collection of
two hundred theories on why Rome fell. Everything has been
postulated—from lead poisoning and environmental degradation
to Toynbee and many others’ diverse economic explanations—
except the most obvious explanation. The simple truth is that the
spirit of an alien, Semitic god undermined the soul of Classical
Antiquity. After all, Gibbon himself assigned a major portion of
the responsibility for the loss of civic virtue in Rome, and the
ensuing decay of the Roman Empire, to the influence of
Christianity. I would go further and claim that those unfamiliar
with this work, which remains a literary landmark, lack the
framework to understand why the Jew-god worshipers and their
secular offspring are responsible for the ongoing Fall of the West.
(Yes: I am blaming the Christians and the secular Christians who
tolerate the Jews far more than I blame the Jews themselves.)

It is true that Rome’s eastern half survived almost a thousand
years, until the Muslim conquests. But it was already a thoroughly
petrogenic culture under the Medusan spell of Christian dogma.
In fact, with its mongrelized citizens the population looked very
different from the Latin Rome of the Republic.

3.

“The Skin of our Teeth” was the very first chapter of Kenneth
Clark’s 1969 Civilisation. About the loss of historical
consciousness, in the first chapter of Civilisation, Clark said:

Civilized man, or so it seems to me, must feel that he
belongs somewhere in space and time; that he
consciously looks forward and looks back. And for this
purpose it is a great convenience to be able to read and
write.

For over five hundred years this achievement was rare in
Western Europe. It is a shock to realise that during all
this time practically no lay person, from kings and
emperors downwards, could read or write.

St. Gregory, who looks so
intensely devoted to
scholarship on a tenth
century ivory, is credited
with having destroyed many
volumes of classical
literature, even whole
libraries, lest they seduced
men’s minds away from the
study of holy writ. And in
this he was certainly not
alone. What with prejudice
and destruction, it’s
surprising that the literature
of pre-Christian antiquity

was preserved at all. And in fact it only just squeaked
through. In so far as we are the heirs of Greece and
Rome, we got through by the skin of our teeth.

(Page 17 of the printed, Harper & Row book.)
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Vidal’s “Julian”
Translated from the dustcover in Spanish:

Julian has often been considered in the history of
Europe “a hero of the resistance”: resistance to
Christianity in the name of Hellenism. But what
fascinates in this outstanding historical novel is
not only the uniqueness of the emperor, but the
extraordinary age in which he lived, the fourth
century C.E.

During the fifty years between the accession to the throne of
Constantine the Great and Julian’s death at thirty-two years old, it
began the agony of an Old World and the birth of a New One in
the shadow of the Goths and the Cross.

For better or for worse, we are heirs of that time. Julian,
philosopher, military genius, was one of the first to oppose
Christian absolutism—a religion that refused then, as for centuries
has refused, to tolerate any other belief system aside from its own.
But Julian never persecuted anyone. He always preferred the
methods of reason, persuasion, and even satire. Through peculiar
religious ideas he tried to organize rituals, superstitions and
magical practices in a Hellenistic church, and of course failed.

Had Julian succeeded, or had he not died (or martyred? —see my
previous entries) so young, perhaps the history of Europe would
have been different, and Christianity only one among other
religions of the West. But the Christians, the “intellectual
barbarians” conquered civilization and called it pagan and
decadent.

Our problem now is that we are children of the barbarians and not
of the civilized; and we are finally beginning to understand that
there are other values besides the barbarian ones preached by
Paul.
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My impression on Vidal’s “Julian”
Our times are as decadent as the 4th century Rome of the
Common Era, an age of treason that dragged our civilization
straight into a dark night of the soul that lasted a millennium.

Tom Sunic is surely right in inviting would-be nationalists to
become familiar with literature that balances the purely left-
hemisphere, intellectual approaches to our western malaise.

The best historical novels ever written
are Gore Vidal’s Julian (1964) and
Umberto Eco’s The Name of the Rose
(1980), which cover the gap that my
high school skipped over: the zeitgeist
of the peoples during Christendom,
with Vidal covering its origins when
the “Galileans” conquered state power
to advance their cult, and Eco its apex
in the fourteenth century.

This is my translation of what I wrote
in the novel’s blank pages by the end
of 1991, when I read a magnificent,
hardcover English-Spanish translation

of Julian that my girlfriend gave me as a present in Barcelona.

With pencil I wrote:

Now that I read the book, its antichristian message
surprised me. What did the book-reviewers could have
said?

I would feel appalled to know if the assassination of
Julian was historical. I’ll have to check it out…

But the antichristian message of the last pages
represents the moral of the story: the first clearly
antichristian novel that I know. I wish that Kubrick
makes a film of it instead of his dream about a Napoleon
movie.

If I interpret the novel correctly, the emergent Christian
authoritarianism was the storms harvested after the
sowing of winds (the Roman state had persecuted the
Christians before). But what makes me furious is that
there were no groups that defended Hellenism with
their teeth and nails!

What impressed me the most about the book is that it
really makes one hate the Christians. I wish it had been
published in those times! However, if the assassination
of Julian by a fanatic Christian was not historical, Vidal
could be accused of fabricating facts in search for drama.
This is the most important event of my reading. I’ll find
out next Monday when they open the library or perhaps
even write the author.

I did go to the library and wrote to Vidal two decades ago but did
not receive an answer. According to the Wikipedia article of today,
the novel is historically accurate.

I wish I could know whether other assertions of the novel were
historical. For example, Vidal makes Julian say in a specific
moment (I only have the Spanish translation that Anabel gave me,
so I can’t quote the original text) that “thirty years ago” Rome’s
archives contained several contemporary reports about Jesus’ life,
but they disappeared, destroyed by instructions from Constantine.

But the real climax of the novel are the words of Libanius, telling
to himself in painful soliloquy after his most beloved, young
disciple deserted him after converting to Judeochristianity that no
invention from man can last forever, not even Christ: man’s most
noxious invention.

Libanius was a historical figure, the one who claimed that Julian
had been assassinated by a Christian. The novel ends with an aged
Libanius feeling utterly alone in a world gone mad, telling silently
to himself in the solitude of his study that the light of the world
was gone with Julian, the last hope for our civilization; and that
there was nothing left but let the darkness fall on the West and
await for a new sun. A new day. In the future…
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Julian on Christianity
“Why were you so ungrateful to our gods as to
desert them for the Jews?”

—Julian (addressing the Christians)

Below, excerpts from the remains of the book by Julian the
Apostate (Roman Emperor from 361 to 363 C.E.), Against the
Galileans. Remains I say, because the totalitarian Church did not
even respect the writings of one of their emperors if the emperor
himself dared to criticize Christianity!

About the literary remains of Against the Galileans, Hitler said:
“The book that contains the reflections of the Emperor Julian
should be circulated in millions. What wonderful intelligence,
what discernment, all the wisdom of antiquity! It’s extraordinary.”

Julian only reigned twenty months. In 364, his friend Libanius
stated that Julian had been assassinated by a Christian. The
Roman Emperor had written (ellipsis omitted between unquoted
passages):

Now I will only point out that
Moses himself and the
prophets who came after him
and Jesus the Nazarene, yes
and Paul also, who surpassed
all the magicians and
charlatans of every place and
every time, assert that
[Yahweh] is the god of Israel
alone and of Judaea, and that
the Jews are his chosen people.

Though in Paul’s case this is strange. For according to
circumstances he keeps changing his views about god, as the
polypus changes its colours to match the rocks, and now he insists
that the Jews alone are god’s portion, and then again, when he is
trying to persuade the Hellenes to take sides with him, he says:
“Do not think that he is the god of Jews only, but also of Gentiles:
yea of Gentiles also.”

♣

Now of the dissimilarity of language Moses has given a wholly
fabulous explanation. For he said that the sons of men came
together intending to build a city, and a great tower therein, but
that god said that he must go down and confound their languages.

And then you demand that we should believe this account, while
you yourselves disbelieve Homer’s narrative of the Aloadae,
namely that they planned to set three mountains one on another,
“that so the heavens might be scaled.” For my part I say that this
tale is almost as fabulous as the other. But if you accept the
former, why in the name of the Gods do you discredit Homer’s
fable?

For I suppose that to men so ignorant as you I must say nothing
about the fact that, even if all men throughout the inhabited world
ever employ one speech and one language, they will not be able to
build a tower that will reach to the heavens, even though they
should turn the whole earth into bricks. For such a tower will need
countless bricks each one as large as the whole earth, if they are to
succeed in reaching to the orbit of the moon.

♣

Why do we vainly trouble ourselves about and worship one [the
god of the Jews] who takes no thought for us? For is it fitting that
he who cared nothing for our lives, our characters, our manners,
our good government, our political constitution, should still claim
to receive honour at our hands?

Certainly not. You see to what an absurdity your doctrine comes.
For of all the blessings that we behold in the life of man, those that
relate to the soul come first, and those that relate to the body are
secondary. If, therefore, he paid no heed to our spiritual blessings,
neither took thought for our physical conditions, and moreover,
did not send to us teachers or lawgivers as he did for the Hebrews,
such as Moses and the prophets who followed him, for what shall
we properly feel gratitude to him?

♣

For you would be worshipping one god instead of many, not a
man, or rather many wretched men [the Hebrew people in the
Bible]. And though you would be following a law that is harsh and
stern and contains much that is savage and barbarous, instead of
our mild and humane laws, and would in other respects be inferior
to us, yet you would be more holy and purer than now in your
forms of worship.

But now it has come to pass that like leeches you have sucked the
worst blood from that [Jewish] source and left the purer. Yet
Jesus, who won over the least worthy of you, has been known by
name for but little more than three hundred years: and during his
lifetime he accomplished nothing worth hearing of, unless anyone
thinks that to heal crooked and blind men and to exorcise those
who were possessed by evil demons in the villages of Bethsaida
and Bethany can be classed as a mighty achievement.

As for purity of life you do not know whether he so much as
mentioned it; but you emulate the rages and the bitterness of the
Jews, overturning temples and altars, and you slaughtered not
only those of us who remained true to the teachings of their
fathers, but also men who were as much astray as yourselves,
“heretics,” because they did not wail over the corpse [the dead
Jesus] in the same fashion as yourselves.

But these are rather your own doings; for nowhere did either
Jesus or Paul hand down to you such commands. The reason for
this is that they never even hoped that you would one day attain to
such power as you have.

Why were you so ungrateful to our Gods as to desert them for the
Jews?

♣

But if this that I assert is the truth, point out to me among the
Hebrews a single general like Alexander or Caesar! You have no
such man. Further, as regards the constitution of the state and the
fashion of the law-courts, the administration of cities and the
excellence of the laws, progress in learning and the cultivation of
the liberal arts, were not all these things in a miserable and
barbarous state among the Hebrews? What kind of healing art has
ever appeared among the Hebrews, like that of Hippocrates
among the Hellenes, and of certain other schools that came after
him?

Consider therefore whether we are not superior to you in every
single one of these things, I mean in the arts and in wisdom and
intelligence; and this is true, whether you consider the useful arts
or the imitative arts whose end is beauty, such as the statuary’s
art, painting, or household management, and the art of healing
derived from Asclepius.

♣

For if any man should wish to examine into the truth concerning
you, he will find that your impiety is compounded of the rashness
of the Jews and the indifference and vulgarity of the Gentiles. Nay,
it is from the new-fangled teaching of the Hebrews that you have
seized upon this blasphemy of the Gods who are honoured among
us; but the reverence for every higher nature, characteristic of our
religious worship, combined with the love of the traditions of our
forefathers, you have cast off.

♣

And let us begin with the teaching of Moses, who himself also, as
they claim, foretold the birth of Jesus that was to be. For the
words “A prophet shall the lord your god raise up unto you of your
brethren, like unto me; to him shall ye hearken,” were certainly
not said of the son of Mary. And the words “ The sceptre shall not
depart from Judah, nor a leader from his loins,” were most
certainly not said of the son of Mary, but of the royal house of
David, which, you observe, came to an end with King Zedekiah.
And certainly the Scripture can be interpreted in two ways when it
says “until there comes what is reserved for him,” but you have
wrongly interpreted it “until he comes for whom it is reserved.”

It is very clear that not one of these sayings relates to Jesus; for he
is not even from Judah. How could he be when according to you
he was not born of Joseph but of the holy spirit? For though in
your genealogies you trace Joseph back to Judah, you could not
invent even this plausibly. For Matthew and Luke are refuted by
the fact that they disagree concerning his genealogy.

♣

You are so misguided that you have not even remained faithful to
the teachings that were handed down to you by the apostles. And
these also have been altered, so as to be worse and more impious,
by those who came after. At any rate neither Paul nor Matthew nor
Luke nor Mark ventured to call Jesus god. But the worthy John,
since he perceived that a great number of people in many of the
towns of Greece and Italy had already been infected by this
disease, John, I say, was the first to venture to call Jesus god.

However this evil doctrine did originate with John; but who could
detest as they deserve all those doctrines that you have invented as
a sequel, while you keep adding many corpses newly dead [the
martyrs] to the corpse of long ago?
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Fuck Hollywood!
Now that we are talking about why overt, out-of-the-closet homos
such as James O’Meara (who must not be confused with Michael
O’Meara) and Jack Donovan should not be given platforms in
white nationalist forums, a recent comment in a previous post
moved me to collect the following comments in related threaded
discussions.

I refer to Greg Johnson who, under the penname of Trevor Lynch,
extraordinarily reviewed Quentin Tarantino’s Pulp Fiction (below
I changed textual references to “Lynch” as “Johnson”). Johnson’s
review was sectioned in two parts. Let’s start with the second.

For obvious reasons, the first commenters to jump on that thread
were O’Meara and Donovan. I was the third one to comment, the
dissident voice. Pay special attention to my words way below in
this post in the context of what I recently said in Gitone’s magic
(“Just compare this homosexual shit [two whites raping a Negro]
with the Platonic love for Tadzio in Death in Venice: one inspires
the sensitive soul and the other trashes the god Eros”).

After the cheers that Johnson got from O’Meara and Donovan for
his favorable review of this filthy film, the most frank criticism I
found about Johnson’s bizarre review came out from Howard.

John Norman
Howard
commenting on
Johnson’s
review…

 “Yes, Pulp Fiction contains interracial couples,
villainous bumbling whites, and noble, eloquent blacks.
One just has to look beyond the casting to the story
itself.”  [in Johnson’s review]

The eyes are the window to the soul. The outward appearance of
the characters is anything but superficial: one would have to look
beyond the casting, the scenes, and the dialog as well. Sorry, but
Fail one.

 “Pulp Fiction is only superficially anti-white. On a
deeper level, it can aid us in rejecting modernity and
recovering the spiritual foundations of something
better.”  [in Johnson’s review]

Fail two. It’s overtly anti-White or at best, pro-diversity: which in
the end analysis is White genocide. Big talk of “honor” yet
admitting it was merely an opportunistic double-cross in the end?
Can’t have it both ways, mate. And the whole “watch in the
rectum” thing was just another of Tarantino’s gratuitous
homosexual jokes. Just like the whole hillbilly pawnshop
luridness. Whether you want to credit him for using Walken in the
way Walken seems to work best, well. Funny in the usual South
Park manner, but certainly not “genius”.

Greg Johnson said…

Your eyes might be the windows to your soul, which is what that
saying means. But it certainly does not mean that your eyes are
the windows to other people’s souls, or that they penetrate to the
essence of whatever surface they light on.

John Norman Howard said…

I know what the saying means. My point is, the outward
appearance of the characters in the movie are said movie’s “eyes”,
as it were. Hence, one can readily see the indisputable “soul” of
the movie. Leastwise, those of us with eyes to see, and without the
scales of our pet theories, notions, and pseudo-intellectual
baggage covering them.

I said…

I cannot conceive any good film featuring a black married to a
white girl [as in Pulp Fiction] unless the film has an explicitly pro-
white message, which obviously every film by this repulsive being
[Tarantino] lacks.

The film starts with a white man with his white girlfriend
assaulting a restaurant: the opposite of what usually happens in
the real world, as revealed by color of crime stats. At the end of the
film we see a flashback in that very restaurant with a spiritually
powerful black man lecturing the weakling white robbers. Other
instances of inverted travesties in Pulp Fiction could be cited, but
it is unnecessary.

Art

True filmic art, like Death in Venice or Andrei Rublev inspires
people. But in this decadent century only a handful of Hollywood
films have inspired me. Ninety-nine per cent of them are so
replete with anti-West, multicult messages that almost every time
I visit the theaters I feel morally raped.

In the other thread I said that one of my sisters sings classical
music hymns. When Pulp Fiction appeared instead of finding
inspiration she felt visually raped. My sister is very sensitive, and
the scene of the silent masked man referred to as “the gimp” (the
one who was awakened up from a S&M dungeon to watch a tied-
up Butch) shocked her deeply. Just compare this homosexual shit
with the Platonic love for Tadzio in Death in Venice: one inspires
the sensitive soul and the other trashes the god Eros. The same
with Tarantino’s violence: unlike the gratuitous violence in Pulp
Fiction a group of Tatars raid the city of Vladimir in Andrei
Rublev: a historically accurate and shocking yet inspiring
sequence for white viewers.

It could be argued that art depicting a decadent culture is still art,
for instance Polanski’s Bitter Moon; the film by the Mexican
director Alfonso Cuarón, Children of Men and, according to
Johnson, Pulp Fiction.

My trouble with this approach is that all of these films have
contributed to debilitate the spirit of the westerners. Like the
character Vincent in Pulp Fiction, Bitter Moon reflects how the
extremes of the hedonistic lifestyle in Paris are leading the French
to ethnical suicide, literally. Like Pulp Fiction, in Children of Men
the message is traitorously inverted: the white hero must save a
black baby from extinction in a dying world that is no longer
breeding any babies.

Yes: there is art in both Polanski and Cuarón’s films. But since
their message hurts the Western soul Howard’s reply to me in the
other thread is worth reciting: “Exactly… and kudos on mention
The Brigade for its much-needed hammer on Hollywood and how
to handle that sewer”.

Johnson deleted this comment by Howard.
In the other thread about the same film,

Part 1 of Johnson’s review:

Joe Owens said…

Whatever moral message Pulp Fiction is supposed to convey is
well and truly lost in all the filth it’s wrapped up in. I’m sure we
can find some moral reasoning in all this twisted rubbish. Yes,
what about Inglourious Basterds or Hostel: Part II by Quentin
Jerome Tarantino? Come on, time to leave this filth to the cranks
and Jews who produce it!

Uncle Fritz said…

Good heavens: I thought it was just me!! I couldn’t even get
through the damned film—after two attempts. Maybe too much
philosophical immersion really is a dangerous thing…

John Norman Howard said…

Exactly. Pulp Fiction is the product of an unsound mind, and
bestowing it with all this metaphysical mumbo-jumbo accolades is
laughable.

It’s natural that a generation raised upon South Park would find it
“deep” and “innovative”. But the bottom-line is this: The only
thing remarkable about the film is that it marks a true line of
demarcation in American culture (such as it is) whereby trash
cinema passes as art, and an overt “up yours” to Whitey previously
witnessed only in the most prurient blaxploitation junk of the
seventies. I’ve always found it serendipitous that this film’s release
and subsequent lionization occurred at about the same time as the
O.J. murders. Another stark line of demarcation in America’s
racial demise.

Iranian for Aryans said…

Amen! The same can be said of everything popular, especially
what passes for music.

Joe Owens said…

Why are you spoiling the pages of Counter Currents with this
rubbish??? Shabbos Goy movies shouldn’t be praised by white
nationalists. Come on, let’s get back to basics, Greg Johnson, I
think you’re partying too much!

I said… (responding to Meh)

“Anyone expecting explicitly pro-white movies in this
era might just as well stop watching movies.”

Ergo, I have stopped watching films—though as a big fan of the
seventh art I still continue to watch the classics. Yesterday for
example I saw the original, black-and-white version of The
Hunchback of Notre Dame.

“Art, even decadent art, can be worth something…”

Rubbish. Please, see “The Philosophy of Beauty”, a six-video series
in the playlist presently featured at The Occidental Observer.

I was born in a family of artists. Real artists I mean. So it’s easy for
me to distinguish real art from “decadent art” (an oxymoron).

If I had children I would never allow any of them watching how
two white males sodomize a Neanderthalesque nigger [see the
Pulp Fiction photo above]. Never. How grotesque! (Not grotesque
of the sublime kind, like the shots of Quasimodo at the upper
balcony of the cathedral, saying to the gargoyles, “Why was I not
made of stone, like thee?”) What a travesty of what is really
happening in America (blacks raping whites)!

In The Brigade Covington makes a point: when secession war
begins, the only thing that could defeat white revolutionaries is…
Hollywood! Actually the climax of the novel is the way the
revolutionaries finally hit Hollywood.

I would recommend all nationalists to stop watching modern films
and use that time to read The Brigade.

Postscript note:

In Covington’s latest novel about how our new country will look
like, all of this Hollywood rape scenes, which can only turn on our
decadent nationalists, will be forbidden for our budding families
(“The theaters were showing virtually nothing made after 1965 or
so”). Instead, inspiring films, the polar opposite of the Tarantino
degenerate scum, will be exhibited in the theaters such as Frank
Capra’s It’s a Wonderful Life.

Let me finish this
post with another
comment that
Johnson deleted
when, last year at
Counter Currents, I
dared to criticize
another silly review
of another Hollywood
movie.

When Johnson argued that his deep philosophical interpretations
of the movies were pertinent, my response was: “I prefer
Covington’s approach,” and quoted directly from his last novel:

“The once vibrant city of San Francisco, officially deeded
by the Aztlan government to a huge ‘gay community,’
had lost two thirds of its population owing either to
death from phosgene and sarin gas, or else through
flight away from the V-3s. The section of the white and
Jewish entertainment industry that had remained in
Hollywood and their mansions in Beverly Hills, Santa
Monica and Carmel being sacked and plundered by
mobs of campesinos.”

That’s the spirit! That’s the way all true nationalists should handle
the Hollywood foe once our nation is established…
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Porphyry
The following excerpts are taken from the introduction and epilogue of
Joseph Hoffman’s book, Porphyry’s Against the Christians. Ellipsis omitted
between unquoted passages:

Persecution is a slippery term in the annals of the
early church. An older generation of church
historians, using the martyrologies and writings of
the church fathers as their sources, believed that
the era from Nero to Constantine was one of
almost unremitting slaughter of professing
Christians. Their opinion was enfeebled

somewhat by the certainty that the Romans could have tried a
“final solution” to the Christian problem much earlier, if they had
wanted, and the fact that along with boasting of their many
martyrs, church writers like Origen also bragged that rich folk,
high officials, elegant ladies, and illuminati were entering the
church in great numbers. The pagan writers tried to counter this
trend in their insistence that Christianity was really a religion for
the lazy, the ignorant and superstitious, and the lowborn
—“women, yokels and children,” Celsus had sneered. But the ploy
was ineffective. Diocletian’s persecutions revealed that
Christianity had crept into the emperor’s bedroom: his wife, his
daughter, their servants, the treasury official Audactus, the
eunuch Dorotheus, even the director of the purple dye factory in
Tyre, were Christians or Christian sympathizers. Insulting the new
converts did not stop the process of conversion. The political
solution of the third century, therefore, was an attempt to scare
people off—to make being a Christian an expensive proposition.
Persecution was the strong-arm alternative to failed polemical
tactics by the likes of Celsus, Porphyry and Hierocles.

In 250 Decius decreed simply that Christians would be required to
sacrifice to the gods of Rome by offering wine and eating
sacrificial meat. Those who refused would be sentenced to death.
To avoid this punishment, well-to-do Christians seem to have
given up this new religion in substantial numbers, becoming in the
eyes of the faithful “apostates,” a new designation derived from
the Greek word revolt. The apostates also numbered many
bishops, including the bishop of the important region of Smyrna,
as well as Jewish Christians who rejoined the synagogue, as
Judaism was not encompassed in the Decian order.

In the reign of Valerian (253-260) the focus shifted from the
practice of the Christian faith to the church’s ownership of
property. In August 257, Valerian targeted the wealth of the clergy
and in 258 the riches of prominent Christian lay persons. The
tactic was obviously intended to make upper-crust Romans think
twice before throwing their wealth in the direction of the “beggar
priests” as Porphyry called them.

On 31 March 297, under the emperor Diocletian, the Manichean
religion was outlawed. Like Christianity it was an “import” of
dubious vintage. More particularly, it was Persian, and Rome was
at war with Persia. Holy books and priests were seized and burned
without much ado. Professing members of the cult were put to
death without trial. The most prominent Roman Manicheans (the
so-called honestiores) were spared, but their property was
confiscated and they were sent to work in the mines. The process
against the Manicheans boded worse things to come for the
Christians.

Diocletian published his first decree against the Christians in
February 303. The edict to stamp out (“terminate”) the Christian
religion was issued. Diocletian had hoped to cripple the
movement. Termination would have meant extermination. But the
survival tactics of the movement made police work difficult.
Christians had become sly. The enthusiasm of martyrdom was
now paralleled by accomplished doubletalk.

Executions increased, especially after rumors reached Galerius
that plots against the throne were being fomented in Christian
circles. New edicts were issued with regularity, each a little more
severe than the one before. The fourth edict (304) required that all
the people of a city must sacrifice and offer libations to the gods
“as a body,” Christians included. Diocletian abdicated, in declining
health. Galerius issued an edict of toleration.

Maximinus Daia, who had an active retaining program in place,
designed to reeducate lapsed Christians in their pagan heritage.
But the life was going out of the movement to repress Christianity.
The pagan critics had not succeeded in stemming the popularity of
the movement, and the “persecuting” emperors (except perhaps
Diocletian himself) had miscalculated both the numbers and the
determination of the faithful. The movement was Rome’s
Vietnam, a slow war of attrition which had been fought to stop a
multiform enemy. Even at their worst under Diocletian, the
persecutions had been selective and, in their intense form, short-
lived. And (as has been known since the seventeenth century) the
number of martyrs was not great.

The goal of the fourth edict against the Christians in 304, in fact,
had been to compel loyalty to unpopular rulers, and in 308 the
greatly detested Maximinus tried the same tactic, “to offer
sacrifices and wine-offerings.” The tactic was ineffectual, Eusebius
says, because even the enforcers had lost their heart to impose the
penalties and to support the machinery required for the “sacrifice
factories” Maximinus tried to set up.

Unhappy with this failure, he sponsored a literary attack,
circulating forged gospels and memoirs containing the stock
slanders against Jesus. These were posted in public gathering-
places and schoolteachers were required to assign portions of
them to children as lessons. To substantiate charges against the
moral habits of the Christians, Maximinus then hired agents
(duces) to round up prostitutes from the marketplace in
Damascus. Tortured until they confessed to being Christians, they
then signed statements to the effect that the churches routinely
practiced ritual prostitution and required members to participate
in sexually depraved acts. These statements were also distributed
to the towns and cities for public display.

Desperate times, desperate men, desperate measures.

By the time Galerius issued his edict of toleration in favor of the
Christians on 30 April 311 three waves of attack had failed: the
erratic policies of emperors Nero and Marcus Aurelius; the literary
and philosophical attacks, carried on in collusion with imperial
sponsors; and the more sustained persecutions of the third
century, ending in 311. Paganism was dying. Maximinus’ plan for
“reeducating” Christians in the religion of their ancestors had
failed.

After Constantine’s conversion—whatever it may have been—only
Julian (332-363), his nephew, remained to pick up the baton for
the pagan cause. Julian did his best to reestablish the old order.
He reorganized the shrines and temples; outlawed the teachings of
Christian doctrine in the schools, retracted the legal and financial
privileges which the Christians had been accumulating since the
early fourth century; wrote polemical treaties against the
Christians himself, and—in a clever political maneuver—permitted
exiled bishops to return to their sees to encourage power-struggles
and dissention within the church. Naturally, the Christians
despised him. The distinguished theologian Gregory of Nazianzus
had been Julian’s schoolmate in Athens, where both learned a love
for the classical writers (but where Julian had been converted to
Greek humanism). Cyril of Alexandria wrote a long refutation of
Julian’s Adversus Christianos (Against the Christians), parts of
which hark back to Porphyry and Hierocles. All in all, this pagan
interlude—never really a renaissance—lasted only three years,
until Julian’s death in June 363.

In the middle of this period we have just described stands
Porphyry of Tyre. Born in 232, Porphyry was eighteen when the
persecution broke out under emperor Decius. Twelve years later,
his dislike for Christianity was firmly established. Porphyry had
heard Origen preach, studied the Hebrew scripture, especially the
prophets, and the Christian gospels, and found them lacking in
literary quality and philosophical sophistication. He had joined a
“school” in Rome (ca. 262) run by the famous neoplatonic teacher,
Plotinus, where he remained until about 270. In Sicily, following
Plotinus’ death, and back again to Rome, Porphyry developed an
intense dislike of popular religion—or superstition, as the Roman
intellectuals of his circle preferred to call it, regarding Christianity
as the most pernicious form of a disease infecting the empire. In a
work titled Pros Anebo he pointed out the defects in the cults.
Then he tackled Christian teaching in a work. Popular under the
rescript of Galerius in 311, the work was targeted for destruction
by the imperial church, which in 448 condemned all existing
copies to be burned.

The first thing to say about Porphyry’s fifteen books against the
Christians is that they are lost. The exact title is not known, and its
popular title, Kata Christianon, can be dated securely only from
the Middle Ages. Opinions radically differ over the question
whether the books can be substantially restored. A few facts can be
stated succinctly, however. First, the church was unusually
successful in its efforts to eradicate all traces of Kata Christianon
from at least 448. Not only were Porphyry’s books destroyed, but
many of the works of Christian writers incorporating sections of
Porphyry’s polemic were burned in order to eliminate what one
critic, the bishop Apollinarius, called “poison of his thought.”

Second, the ninety-seven fragments gathered by Harnack, half of
which were taken from the fourth-century writer Macarius
Magnes, are enough—if barely enough—to give us shape of
Porphyry’s critique. That Macarius does not name his opponent
and sometimes seems to characterize rather than quote his
opinions could easily be explained as a strategic decision by a
Christian teacher who wished his defense to survive. Naming his
adversary—or quoting him too precisely—would have almost
certainly guaranteed the burning of Macarius’ defense. Put
appositely, anyone wishing to write a defense of the faith in the
fourth or fifth century would have been foolhardy to identify the
enemy as Porphyry.

[Third], I think we owe it to Porphyry and his “interpreters” to
permit them speak to us directly. Having been buried—more or
less successfully—since 448, the words should be permitted to
breathe their own air.
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Pseudomen in white nationalism
At Counter-Currents, today Greg Johnson did not let a comment of mine
pass through (slightly edited below). Apparently, frank criticism of overt
homosexuality is not allowed in his forum:

 

______ � ______

 

In previous entries I expressed my dismay about the degenerate
musical tastes so common among white nationalists. And today I
felt disappointed about the cheers that Jef Costello’s latest article
has received here.

Last January, in his review of Fight Club Costello wanted us to
believe that a film that starts with rock music, based upon a
nihilistic novel authored by a homosexual author, Chuck
Palahniuk, when properly interpreted deals with rebellious,
healthy fascist moods that could lead our young toward masculine
identity. Similarly, in today’s article Costello favorably reviews the
book of another overt homosexual, Jack Donovan, again as
exemplary to inspire the young on how to become more
masculine.

Hello? I mean: Am I living in a different planet? How on Earth a
nationalist site that purports to defend traditional, white interests
ends up promoting the views of out-of-the-closet homosexuals?
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On St. Paul
I have just reread chapters 13 and 14 of The Myth-Maker: Paul and the
Invention of Christianity by New Testament scholar Hyam Maccoby, after
twenty-four years that I read the whole book, and I still find them
fascinating. He wrote:

As we have seen, the purposes of the book of Acts is
to minimize the conflict between Paul and the
leaders of the ‘Jerusalem Church,’ James and Peter.

Peter and Paul, in later Christian tradition, became
twin saints, brothers in faith, and the idea that they
were historically bitter opponents standing for
irreconcilable religious standpoints would have

been repudiated with horror. The work of the author of Acts was
well done; he rescued Christianity from the imputation of being
the individual creation of Paul…

Yet, for all his efforts, the truth of the matter is not hard to
recover, if we examine the New Testament evidence with an eye to
tell-tale inconsistencies and confusions, rather than with the
determination to gloss over and harmonize all difficulties in the
interests of an orthodox interpretation.
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Porphyry on Christianity
From the dust jacket of Porphyry’s Against the Christians: The
Literary Remains, translated by Joseph Hoffmann (Prometheus
Books, 1994):

Throughout its first three centuries, the growing Christian
religion was subjected not only to official persecution but to the
attacks of pagan intellectuals, who looked upon the new sect as a
band of fanatics bent on worldwide domination, even as they
professed to despise the things of this world. Prominent among
these pagan critics was Porphyry of Tyre (ca. 232–ca. 305 C.E.),
scholar, philosopher, and student of religions. His book Against
the Christians (Kata Christianon), condemned to be burned by
the imperial Church in 448, survives only in fragments
preserved by the cleric and teacher Macarius Magnes.

Of Hoffmann’s translation of Porphyry I’ll quote only a few
excerpts:

Critique of the gospels
and their authors

Apocrit. II.12-II-15

The evangelists were fiction writers—not observers or
eyewitnesses to the life of Jesus. Each of the four contradicts the
other in writing his account of the events of his sufferings and
crucifixion.

Apocrit. III.1-III.6

[John 5.46-7] “If you believed Moses, then you would believe me.
For he wrote about me.” The saying is filled with stupidity! Even if
Moses said it, nothing of what he wrote has been preserved; his
writings are reported to have been destroyed along with the
Temple. All the things attributed to Moses were really written
eleven hundred years later by Ezra and his contemporaries.

Poverty saves. It seems unlikely to me that these words belong to
Christ. They ring untrue to the ear. They seem to be rather the
words of poor people who wish to deprive the rich of their
property. Why, only yesterday Christian teachers succeeded—
through quoting the words, “Sell what you have and give it to the
poor and you shall have treasure in heaven”—in depriving noble
women of their savings. They were persuaded to squander what
they had on the beggars, giving away what was rightly theirs and
making themselves beggars in return. They were turned from
having to wanting, from rich to poor, from freedom to slavery and
from being wealthy to being painful! In the end, these same
women were reduced to going from door to door to the houses of
the well-off to beg—which is the nethermost point of disgrace and
humiliation. [Hoffmann’s notes that the view that women are duped by
Christian “beggars” is conventional in anti-Christian polemics of the age]

[Matt. 14.25; Mark 6.48] Another section in the gospel deserves
comment, for it is likewise devoid of sense and full of
impossibility; I mean that absurd story about Jesus sending his
apostles across the sea ahead of him after the banquet, then
walking [on the water] “at the fourth watch of the night.” It is
related that they had been working all night to keep the boat adrift
and were frightened by the size of the storm surging against the
boat.

Those who know the region will tell us that, in fact, there is no
“sea” in the locality but only a tiny lake which springs from a river
that flows through the hills of Galilee near Tiberias. Small boats
can get across it within two hours. And the lake is too small to
have whitecaps caused by storm. Mark seems to be stretching the
point to its extremities when he writes that Jesus—after nine
hours had passed—decided in the tenth to walk across to his
disciples who had been floating about on the pond for the
duration!

As if this isn’t enough, he calls it a “sea”—indeed, a stormy sea—a
very angry sea which tosses them about in its waves causing them
to fear for their lives. He does this, apparently, so that he can next
show Christ miraculously causing the storm to cease and the sea
to calm down, hence saving the disciples from the dangers of the
swell.

It is from fables like this one that we judge the gospel to be a
cleverly woven curtain, each thread of which requires careful
scrutiny. [“each thread of which requires careful scrutiny” is nothing less
that the science of New Testament analysis that, because of the fierce
persecution, would not start until the publication of Reimarus’ Apologie
fifteen centuries later]

The attack on Peter the apostle

Apocrit. III.19-III.22

[Acts 5.1-11] Peter is a traitor on other occasions: In the case of a
man named Ananias and his wife, Sapphira, Peter put them to
death for failing to surrender the profit from the sale of their land
and retaining for their own use—even though they had done no
other wrong. How can it been wrong for them to retain a little of
what belonged to them instead of giving it all away?

The attack on Paul the apostle

Apocrit. III.30-III.36

Anyone saying both “I am a Jew” and “I am a Roman” is neither,
even if he would like to be.

The man who hypocritically pretends to be what he is not makes
himself a liar in everything that he does. He disguises himself in a
mask. He assaults the soul’s comprehension by various tactics,
and like any charlatan he wins the gullible over to his side.

[1 Corinthians 9. 20-22: “To the Jews I became like a Jew, to win the Jews.
To those under the law I became like one under the law (though I myself am
not under the law), so as to win those under the law. To those not having
the law I became like one not having the law (though I am not free from
God’s law but am under Christ’s law), so as to win those not having the law.
To the weak I became weak, to win the weak. I have become all things to all
people…”]

Whoever accepts such principles as a guide for living cannot but
be regarded as an enemy of the worst kind—the kind who brings
others to submission by lying to them, who reaches out to make
captives of everyone within earshot with his deceitful ways. And if,
therefore, this Paul is a Jew one minute and the next a Roman, or
a student of the Jewish law now, but an another time an enemy of
the law—if in short, Paul can be an enemy to each whenever he
likes by burglarizing each, then clearly he nullifies the usefulness
of each tradition.

We may conclude that Paul is a liar. He is the adopted brother of
everything false, so that it is useless for him to declaim, “I speak
the truth of Christ, I do not lie” [Rom. 9.1]; for a man who one day
uses the law as his rule and the next day uses the gospel is either a
knave or a fool in what he does in the sight of others and even
when hidden away by himself.

I am astonished at this man’s pious regard for the law, since it is
occasioned by his need to get donations from those who listen to
his words.

The same man who writes, “The law is spiritual” to the Romans,
and “The law is holy and the commandment holy and just” now
puts a curse upon those who obey what is holy! Then, as of to
confuse the point further, he turns everything around and throws
up a fog so dense that anyone trying to follow him inevitably gets
lost, bumping up against the gospel on the one side, against the
law on the other, stumbling over the law and tripping over the
gospel—all because the guide who leads them by the hand has no
idea where he is headed.
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This site in a nutshell: here.
See also “The 14 words” and
“New tablets of stone”.

The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour is a compilation of
texts by seventeen authors
that changed my world-
view. A softcover edition of
the book is available: here.

A translation of the work of
Karlheinz Deschner on the
criminal history of
Christianity is available:
here.

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

Its subject-matter:
the Holocaust
perpetrated by the

Allied forces on the
Germans, civilians included
(here).
 

Here: an SS
pamphlet explaining
National Socialism.

How we are light-years
away from the secular, Neo-
Christian ethics of the Alt-
Right can be surmised in
“Darwin’s
exterminationism”.

Presently Siege is only
available as a PDF.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.
 

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

 

Worldly gain at the expense
of the Volk is the main
cause of the ongoing
destruction of the white
race.

See “Revaluation of
values”: a
paraphrase from

Francis Parker’s Yockey’s
The Enemy of Europe.

Fortunately, the collapse of
the dollar that is coming
will mark the beginning of
the end of America’s
economic and cultural
hegemony over Europe.
 

 
“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
 
CONTACT:

cesartort (at) yahoo

 

“RACISM”:

On the origin of the
word “racist”

The word “racism”
from the Nietzschean
viewpoint

 

Two texts by Wm. Pierce:

1. Best article
on the Jewish
question

2. The West’s darkest
hour
 

See how using non-white
labor in the Ancient World
or capitalism in the
Modern World is the main
factor for white decline:

Who We Are
(abridged)

 

For a couple of articles on
Richard Wagner and LOTR
click on pics below:

 

The Jewish Problem
(Jewish authors):

Larry Auster’s
unpublished chapter

Excerpts of Esau’s Tears

 

The Jewish Problem
(non-Jewish authors):

Definition of anti-
Semitism

The Culture of Critique’s
Preface

 

 

History of Jewry:

The saga of the European
Jews

Jew vs. White: More than
3,000 years of conflict

 

 

“Racism” is just an
expression of evolution.
All species go through
racial separation on their
path to speciation. No
exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his
race, for example the
nymphs on this sidebar.
But in today’s mad West
the term “racist” de facto
means someone who
loves the white race to the
point of wanting to
preserve it.

 

Women from our
viewpoint:

The eternal feminine

On racial IQ studies:

The new enemies of
science

The roots of civilisation

 

Who am I?:

See an excerpted
translation from the
German Metapedia article
about me.

 

HUMAN SKIN COLORS:

ARCHIVES

Select Month

CATEGORIES

14 words

2001: A Space Odyssey
(movie)

Abortion

Abraham (patriarch)

Abraham Lincoln

Achilles

Adam Smith

Adolf Hitler

Adversus Christianos
(book)

Africa

Against the Fall of
Night (novel)

Agamemnon

Alaric

Albert Lindemann

Albert Schweitzer

Albert Speer

Albrecht Dürer

Alcibiades

Alcman

Aldous Huxley

Alex Linder

Alexander Alekhine

Alexander the Great

Alexandr Solzhenitsyn

Alexandria

Alexis de Tocqueville

Alfred Rosenberg

Alice Miller

Alt-Right / white
nationalism

American civil war

Americanism

Amerinds

Ammianus Marcellinus

An Eye for an Eye
(book)

Ancient Greece

Ancient Rome

Anders Breivik

Andrew Anglin

Andrew Hamilton

Andrew Joyce

Angela Merkel

Anti-German
exterminationism

Anti-white
exterminationism

Antichrist (book)

Antiochus IV
Epiphanes

Aphrodite

Apollo

Apollonius of Rhodes

Arcadia

Arcadius

Archeology

Archimedes

Architecture

Argentina

Arianism

Aristocracy

Aristophanes

Aristotle

Art

Artemis

Arthur C. Clarke

Arthur de Gobineau

Arthur Kemp

Arthur Schopenhauer

Artificial Intelligence
(movie)

Aryan beauty

Aryan problem /
Deranged altruism

Asia

Athanaric

Atheism and
secularism

Athena

Athens

Attila

Audios

Augustus

Australia

Austria

Autobiography

Axiology

Aztec people

¿Me Ayudarás? (book)

Barack Obama

Bartolomé de las Casas

Baruch Spinoza

Battle of Poitiers

Battle of Thermopylae

Bayreuth Festival

Beauty

Beethoven

Ben Klassen

Ben-Hur

Benito Mussolini

Benjamin Disraeli

Benjamin Franklin

Beowulf

Berlin

Bernal Díaz del Castillo

Bernardino de Sahagún

Bible

Bill Clinton

Biography

Blacks

Bob Whitaker

Book of Revelation

Brazil

Brenton Tarrant

Brigade (novel)

Brutus

Buddhism

Caligula

Camp of the Saints
(novel)

Canada

Cannibalism

Carl Gustav Jung

Carl Sagan

Carl Schmitt

Carlo Collodi

Carolyn Yeager

Carthaginians

Cassius Dio

Catholic Church

Catholic religious
orders

Cato

Celsus

Celts

Charlemagne

Charles Darwin

Charles Dickens

Charles Martel

Charles V

Chess

Child abuse

Childhood’s End
(novel)

China

Christian art

Christian question
(CQ)

Christian views on Hell

Christianity

Christopher Columbus

Cicero

City of God (book)

Civil war

Civilisation (TV series)

Claudius

Clement of Alexandria

Colin Ross

Color of crime

Committee for
Skeptical Inquiry

Commodus

Communism /
Bolshevism

Conservatism

Conspiracy theories

Constans

Constantine

Constantine II

Constantinople

Constantius II

Corneliu Zelea
Codreanu

Counter-Reformation

Crusades

Currency crash

Daniel (biblical figure)

Dante Alighieri

Darkening Age (book)

David (king of Israel)

David Duke

David Friedrich
Strauss

David Irving

David Lane

Day of Wrath (book)

Daybreak Publishing

Death in Venice
(movie)

Decius

Degeneracy

Degenerate art

Demeter

Democracy

Democritus

Demography

Denmark

Der Ring des
Nibelungen (opera)

Destruction of Greco-
Roman world

Diocletian

Dionysus

Dominique Venner

Don Quixote (book)

Donald Trump

Dorians

Dresden

Dwight D. Eisenhower

Dylann Roof

Eastern Orthodox
Church

Economy

Edmund Burke

Edward Gibbon

Edward I of England

Egalitarianism

Egypt

Eleusis

Elizabeth I

Emperor Julian

Energy / peak oil

England

Enlightenment

Enoch Powell

Erasmus

Esau's Tears (book)

Eschatology

Essay on the Inequality
of Human Races
(book)

Ethnic cleansing

Eugenics

Euripides

Europe

European Union

Eusebius

Evil

Evropa Soberana
(webzine)

Ezekiel

Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour (book)

Fascism

Feminism

Feminized western
males

Film

Final solution

First World War

France

Francis Galton

Francis Parker Yockey

Francisco Franco

Franco Zeffirelli

Frankfurt School

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Franks

Franz Boas

Frederick the Great

Free speech / Free
press

French Revolution

Friedrich Nietzsche

Friedrich Schiller

Fritigern

From Jesus to Hitler
(book)

G.W.F. Hegel

Galerius

Galileo Galilee

Game of Thrones

Gaul

Genetics

Genghis Khan

Genrikh Yagoda

Genuine spirituality

Geography

George Lincoln
Rockwell

George Orwell

George Washington

Germanic People

Germany

Giorgio de Chirico

Giselher Wirsing

God

Goethe

Gone with the Wind
(movie)

Gore Vidal

Goths

Gratian

Greg Johnson

Guillaume Faye

Gulag Archipelago
(book)

Gustave Doré

Hadrian

Hamlet (1948 film)

Hannibal

Hans F. K. Günther

Harold Covington

Harry S. Truman

Hate

Heinrich Himmler

Hellstorm (book)

Helmut Stellrecht

Henry VIII

Heracles

Hermann (Arminius)

Hermann Göring

Hermann Samuel
Reimarus

Hernán Cortés

Herod the Great

Herodotus

Hesiod

Hieronymus Bosch

Hippocrates

History

History of the decline
and fall of the Roman
Empire (book)

Hitler Youth

Hitler's table talk
(book)

Hojas Susurrantes
(book)

Holocaust

Holodomor

Homer

Homosexuality

Honorius (emperor)

Horace

Human sacrifice

Huns

Hunter (novel)

Hypatia of Alexandria

Ibycus

Iceland

Iliad (epic book)

Immanuel Kant

Immigration laws

Impeachment of Man
(book)

India

Individualism

Indo-European
heritage

Industrial Revolution

Infanticide

Inquisition

Intelligence quotient
(IQ)

Ireland

Isaac Newton

Isabella I of Castile

Isaiah (prophet)

Islam

Islamization of Europe

Israel

Italy

James Mason

James Watson

Jane Austen

Japan

Jared Taylor

Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

Jefferson Davis

Jeffrey Masson

Jeremy Bentham

Jerusalem

Jesus

Jewish hate groups

Jewish question (JQ)

Jewish–Roman wars

Jez Turner

Johannes Gutenberg

Johannes Kepler

John Calvin

John F. Kennedy

John Locke

John Milton

John Modrow

John of Patmos

John Stuart Mill

John the Evangelist

John Tyndall

José María Morelos

José Vasconcelos

Joseph Goebbels

Joseph Stalin

Josephus

Joshua

Jovian

Judaism

Julian (novel)

Julius Caesar

Julius Firmicus
Maternus

Justice

Justinian I

Juvenal

Karl Marx

Karl Popper

Karlheinz Deschner

Kenneth Clark

Kevin MacDonald

Kriminalgeschichte des
Christentums (books)

Ku Klux Klan

Lactantius

Latin America

Lawrence Auster

Leon Trotsky

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonidas

Libanius

Liberalism

Library of Alexandria

Literature

London

Lord of the Rings
(novel / film)

Lothrop Stoddard

Louis XIV of France

Louis-Ferdinand
Céline

Luke the Evangelist

Lycurgus

Maccabees

Madison Grant

Mainstream media

Manosphere

Manu Rodríguez
(blogger)

March of the Titans
(book)

Marcus Aurelius

Marcus Eli Ravage

Mark the Evangelist

Mark Twain

Mark Weber

Marriage

Martin Bormann

Martin Luther

Marxism

Materialism /
capitalism

Maternus Cynegius

Matt Koehl

Matthew the Evangelist

Matthias Grünewald

Maxfield Parrish

Maya civilization

Mein Kampf (book)

Men

Metaphysics of race /
sex

Mexico

Michael O'Meara

Michelangelo

Middle Ages

Middle East

Miguel Hidalgo y
Costilla

Militarism

Miscegenation

Miscellany

Moctezuma II

Monarchy

Mongols

Monocausalism

Montaigne

Montesquieu

Morgenthau Plan

Moscow

Moses (Hebrew
lawgiver)

Music

My pinacoteca

Name of the Rose
(novel)

Napoleon

National Socialism

Neanderthalism

Nero

New Spain

New Testament

New York

Newspeak

Niccolò Machiavelli

Nicolaus Copernicus

Non-white
immigration

Nordicism

Norman Rockwell

North America

Norway

Nuremberg

Obituaries

Occam's razor

Occidental Observer
(webzine)

Odysseus / Ulysses

Old Testament

Oliver Cromwell

On the Genealogy of
Morality (book)

On The Historicity of
Jesus (book)

Opera

Oracle of Delphi

Oratory

Origen

Oswald Mosley

Otto von Bismarck

Ottoman Empire

Ovid

Painting

Parapsychology

Paris

Parsifal (opera)

Parthenon

Passing of the Great
Race (book)

Patriarchy

Pedagogy

Pederasty

Percy Bysshe Shelley

Pericles

Persephone

Persia

Peter Schiff

Petronius

Philippe Rushton

Philo

Philosophy

Philosophy of history

Pindar

Plato

Pliny the Elder

Plutarch

Poetry

Poland

Polybius

Pompey

Pope Francis
(Francisco I)

Pope Gregory I

Pope Theophilus of
Alexandria

Porphyry of Tyre

Portugal

Pre-Columbian
America

Prehistory

Pride & Prejudice
(2005 movie)

Pro-white
exterminationism

Protestantism

Pseudoscience

Psychiatry

Psychoanalysis

Psychohistory

Psychology

Puritans

Quotable quotes

Racial studies

Rape of the Sabine
Women

Raphael

Real men

Recceswinth

Reconquista

Red terror

Reformation

Reinhard Heydrich

Religion

Rembrandt

Renaissance

René Descartes

Republic (Plato's book)

Revilo Oliver

Rhodesia

Richard Carrier

Richard Wagner

Richard Walther Darré

Rising Tide of Color
(book)

Robert Jay Mathews

Roger Devlin

Romanticism

Rome vs. Judea (book)

Romulus

Ronald Reagan

Russia

Russian Revolution

Sappho

Satyricon (novel)

Savitri Devi

Schizophrenia

Schutzstaffel (SS)

Science

Second World War

Seneca

Sense and Sensibility
(movie)

Sexual "liberation"

Siege (book)

Sigmund Freud

Silvano Arieti

Skepticism

Sleeping Beauty (1959
film)

Socrates

Solomon

Solon

South Africa

Soviet Union

Spain

Sparta (Lacedaemon)

Sponsor

St Ambrose

St Athanasius

St Augustine

St Cyril of Alexandria

St Francis

St Ignatius of Antioch

St Irenaeus

St Jerome

St John Chrysostom

St Paul

St Peter

St Thomas Aquinas

Stefan Zweig

Stilicho

Strabo

Struggle with the
Daimon (book)

Sturmabteilung (SA)

Suetonius

Summer, 1945 (book)

Sweden

Switzerland

Sword

Tacitus

Temple of Artemis

Temple of Jerusalem

Temple of Serapis

Tenochtitlan

Tertullian

Thebes

Theoderic the Great

Theodore Lidz

Theodoret

Theodosius I

Theodosius II

Theology

Third Reich

Thomas Cole

Thomas Goodrich

Thomas Hobbes

Thomas Jefferson

Thomas Szasz

Thucydides

Thus spoke
Zarathustra (book)

Tiberius

Titus

Tom Sunic

Trajan

Transvaluation of all
values

Trauma model of
mental disorders

Turin Shroud

Turner Diaries (novel)

Twilight of the idols
(book)

Two Hundred Years
Together (book)

Ukraine

Ulfilas

Uncategorized

Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(novel)

United Kingdom

United States

Universalism

Valens

Valentinian I

Valentinian II

Valentinian III

Valerian

Vercingetorix

Vespasian

Videos

Vienna

Vikings

Vincent van Gogh

Vladimir Lenin

Vladimir Putin

Vlassis Rassias

Voltaire

W.B. Yeats

Ward Kendall

WDH radio show

Welfare of animals

West's darkest hour

White-slave trade

Who We Are (book)

Wikipedia

Wilhelm Sieglin

Will Durant

William Blake

William James

William Pierce

William Shakespeare

Winston Churchill

Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart

Women

Wuthering Heights
(novel)

Xenophon

Yearling (novel)

Zeus

Zosimus

Zweites Buch

The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara

BLOGROLL

The Occidental Observer
(scholarly site about the
Jewish Question).

Nazi Propaganda Guide
Page (not exactly a
National Socialist friendly
site but very informative
of primary NS sources).

The legacy of Wm. Pierce

David Irving’s Website

Jake F.’s NS Archive

 

IN SPANISH

La hora más oscura

 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

 

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

Regarding the sticky
post see esp. post #37.
For the context of the
Christian problem see:
here.
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When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.
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